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Over the past decades the surgical treatment of 
endometrial cancer has undergone major changes, 
including a shift away from open toward minimally 
invasive surgery. Current standard treatment now 
involves minimally invasive hysterectomy and bilat-
eral salpingo- oophorectomy with or without surgical 
staging. Before the concept of surgical staging devel-
oped, the treatment of endometrial cancer consisted 
of hysterectomy with or without radiation treatment 
depending on uterine risk factors. In 1987, the 
GOG331 study suggested that a sizeable number of 
patients with clinical stage 1 endometrial cancer had 
disease outside the uterus (lymph nodes, adnexa, 
peritoneum). This study described uterine pathologic 
factors that increased the risk of pelvic and aortic 
lymph node involvement, including higher tumor 
grade and depth of myometrial invasion.

In 1988, FIGO transitioned the existing clinical staging 
to a surgical staging system for endometrial cancer, 
which includes histological assessment of uterus, cervix, 
tubes and ovaries, pelvic cytology, and lymph nodes. 
The adoption of pelvic and aortic lymphadenectomy for 
staging was not based on randomized controlled trials 
or evidence demonstrating improved survival. Since 
then, the issue of whether all patients require a lymph 
node dissection and the extent of the node dissection 
has been one of the most controversial issues in gyne-
cological oncology. In 2008 and 2009, two randomized 
trials did not show a survival benefit in patients who 
underwent a lymph node dissection, compared with 
patients who did not have a node dissection.2 3 However, 
a greater proportion of women in the node dissection 
groups developed surgical adverse events, including 
lymphedema. Both trials were reviewed critically 
because aortic node dissection was not mandated, 
most likely because it would have been technically most 
challenging, infeasible, and unsafe specifically in obese 
patients. It was also argued that the requirements for 
postoperative treatment (chemotherapy, radiation treat-
ment, chemoradiation) were poorly specified in both 
trial protocols.

Subsequently, gynecological oncologists used a 
large variety of surgical staging strategies ranging 
from full bilateral pelvic +/− aortic node dissection; 

selected node dissection based on intraoperative 
frozen section results; random node sampling; or 
no- node dissection.4 Sentinel lymph node mapping 
evolved as an alternative concept to a full lymph 
node dissection. According to the sentinel lymph node 
concept, tumor cells metastasize to one or a few 
lymph nodes before involving further lymph nodes. A 
tracer injected interstitially in the vicinity of the tumor, 
is transported via local lymphatic channels toward 
the draining lymphatic basins, and the first node that 
the tracer reaches is called the “sentinel node”. The 
sentinel lymph node mapping technique involves 
a process that allows the selective removal of few 
lymph nodes. Algorithms to facilitate the new adop-
tion of the sentinel lymph node mapping technique 
were created to facilitate learning and were based 
on single institution experiences. A negative sentinel 
node should indicate that secondary echelon nodes 
are truly negative and not involved, making a removal 
of these nodes unnecessary.

The FIRES trial5 was a prospective, non- randomized 
clinical trial of sentinel lymph node mapping followed 
by full pelvic +/− aortic node dissection. Of 340 patients 
who had sentinel lymph node biopsy, 41 (12%) patients 
had positive nodes. The authors reported a sensitivity 
to detect node- positive disease of 97.2% and a nega-
tive predictive value of 99.6%, concluding that sentinel 
lymph node mapping has a high diagnostic accuracy 
and can safely replace lymphadenectomy in the staging 
of endometrial cancer.5

Near- infrared technology and the use of indocy-
anine green (ICG) recently emerged as the dye of 
choice for sentinel lymph node mapping. A noninfe-
riority, randomized trial of 180 patients with uterine 
or cervical cancer found that, in total, 471 (97%) of 
485 lymph nodes were identified with ICG and 226 
(47%) with isosulfan blue.6 It was established that ICG 
injected into the cervix should be considered the new 
standard of care for sentinel lymph node mapping in 
women with cervical and uterine cancers.

At the time of writing this editorial, the majority 
of gynecological oncologists agree that sentinel 
lymph node mapping should be part of standard 
surgical management. A recent survey among 489 
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gynecological oncologists from Europe and the USA confirmed 
that sentinel lymph node mapping was already used by 50.3% 
and 69.5% of gynecological oncologists in Europe and the USA, 
respectively.7

However, three important questions remain unanswered:
1. Sentinel lymph node mapping technique: With the rapid and 

global adoption of sentinel lymph node mapping comes the 
variability of surgical technique. Research is required to offer 
consensus on the mandatory, optional, and unwarranted steps 
of sentinel lymph node mapping that will lead to a harmoniza-
tion of the surgical technique and allow appropriate training and 
assessment of optimal surgical performance to be performed 
globally.

2. Ultrastaging: Ultrastaging involves additional sectioning and 
staining of the sentinel lymph node with H&E and immunohisto-
chemistry to examine the node for low- volume metastatic dis-
ease. Optimal histopathological and/or molecular assessment 
protocols of nodal tissue remains unknown and important ques-
tions remain concerning the clinical management of patients 
with (very) low- volume disease.

3. Patient outcomes: It remains unknown how sentinel lymph node 
mapping will impact patient outcomes, including the need for 
postoperative radiation treatment or chemotherapy, quality of 
life, incidence of adverse events, and survival. The lack of high- 
level evidence on the impact of sentinel lymph node mapping 
on these patient outcomes needs to be addressed as an urgent 
research priority.

In the past, the establishment of surgical techniques, including 
a transition from open to minimally- invasive surgery in gynecolog-
ical cancer, sometimes evolved despite the lack of high- level clin-
ical evidence on its effectiveness and patient outcomes. Creating 
evidence in these areas will assist gynecological oncologists, 
pathologists, and medical and radiation oncologists in clinical 
decision- making concerning endometrial cancer management. It 
will also assist patients to make informed choices about treatment 
options.

The present statement urges clinicians and researchers to 
consider the generation of new knowledge in these three areas. 
High- level evidence generated through robust study designs may 
assure clinicians and patients, lead to changes in surgical tech-
nique, improved outcomes for women diagnosed with gyneco-
logical cancer, and, finally, to clinical practice change.
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